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Plants 

Their part in the environment 
 

Plant Introduction 
Plants, arguably the most important part of the environment, 
cleanse our air, they give us food, medicine, fiber, and they 
make the outdoors beautiful. We could do nothing without plants, 
Nothing. Plants are the reason we are alive, a big part of that 
is they give us food. Before you start saying, “Well, we could 
live off meat.” Yes, we could live off meat but to get the meat 
we need plants, the plants feed animals that we are going to 
eat, so with that out of the way. I would like to say again, 
plants are the reason we are all still alive.  
 
Plants and wildlife 
Plants and wildlife, what a great match, maybe better than us 
and plants. Plants provide wildlife with lots of things, for 
example, food and shelter. Horses use grass for food, 
salamanders use dead logs for homes and some birds use plants 
for nests. They all get something out of plants and it always 
makes a big difference in their lives, just like us they get 
their precious lives from plants, and they don’t make bug 
changes to them like we do. 
 
Plants and us  
Plants and us, some take care of them and they take care of all 
of us. It's fair. We get so many things from plants, that soft 
cotton shirt you're wearing, PLANT, that steak you had for 
dinner, you know what they ate? PLANTS. It all goes back to 
plants somehow. That orange juice you had with your breakfast, 
PLANT, plant, plant, plant. It's always plants. Plants and us, I 
take it back, we are a better match than plants and wildlife. 
 
Plants as food 
Plants are lots of things to us, one example being food. We eat 
plants such as mushrooms, tomatoes, some flowers, cucumbers, 
lemons, limes, that juicy apple, all that good stuff. There are 
very special people who grow and harvest these plants for us, 
gardeners, thanks gardeners. Some animals are gardeners to, well 



 

kinda, our friends the bees pollinate, butterflies, (I think) 
and even more bees. 
 
Plants and Tools 
As I just said, plants give us food, yeah, well now they give us 
tools! Plants make lots of tools, like the sticks people had at 
the end of their speirs, that came from a tree or a big bush, 
both plants. There are also prickly plants that I can use as 
tools, like thorns, to cut a plant off its stock, to attempt to 
scare my sister, lots of other things. I do think that people 
use other kinds of plants for other things, but I don’t wanna 
get anything wrong so I’ll leave that to the experts. 
 
Plants and Medicine 
Plants, they do so much for us. Medicine, valerian,(I had no 
Idea what this was at first) it is meant to help with anxiety. 
Then there's the all famous aloe vera, which is most commonly 
used to treat sunburns, and you can eat the leaves. I'm not sure 
if they would taste good though, it should have a bitter, acidic 
sort of taste, so I wouldn’t eat it. 
 
Plants in Classrooms 
We have plants in our classroom, our teacher loves them, but 
being pretty is not the only reason they are there. Indoor 
plants have been proven to lower your anxiety, boost your mood, 
limit headaches by improving air quality and more.  
 
Plants Closing 
Plants, again and again, plants show up in our daily lives, you 
see them while you're walking down the road, sometimes in your 
house, in the woods, everywhere you go there will be plants, 
even in the concrete jungle of New York City, there will be 
plants. It's inevitable. 
 
 
 
 




